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Ahstract
This historical thesis analyzed records and archival information regarding
feminism in American social work by contrasting two key historical figures, Mary
Richmond and Jane Addams who were considered the matriarchs of the social work
movement in the earliest part of the 20tr century. The study examined the
accomplishments of Ms. Addams and Ms. Richmond, their backgrounds and philosophies
that helped shape their feminism, beliefs, and political work and the impact it had on
social work as a profession.
The research gathered attempted to answer the question of whether the work done
by these two women meets the current criteria of liberal feminism. That criteria being the
support of a woman's capacity to reason, individuality, right to education, economic
success, citizenship rights and

political equality, reproductive rights and availability

of

social services.

According to the research, Jane Addams and Mary Richmond do meet the definition
of liberal feminism according to Saulnier (1996) throughtheir work, self-report and the
information gathered from other researchers.
The implications for social work practice and policy are discussed.
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ChapterOne: Introduction
Since the latter part of the 19ft century social work has had a large impact on our

society. Poverty and social issues are a constant factor in American society and the
purpose of social work has been debated for more than a century. Controversy and

opposition have surrounded the issue of social work as well as two of its founders, Mary
Richmond and Jane Addams, since its inception. Richmond and Addams were women
from very opposite ends of the social spectrum who fought to make social work an
accepted and worthy profession. They fought adversity, often within the social reform

movement itself, and worked to better the lives of all people by advocating for equal

opportunity. They fought for the betterment of the poor, white women and children, and
although their names may not be well known outside of the realm of social work, their

workhas helped millions of people. It is important to look atthe personal backgrounds of
Mary Richmond and Jane Addams during their formative years to clearly understand not
only the differences but the similarities between them and what helped form them into the
social reformers they became.

This study will look at the historical, social, and political impact these women had
on social work by looking at the importance of their work and whether they, willingly or

unwillingly, meet the criteria for liberal feminism.
Also important to note is that Saulnier's (1996) work includes other categories of
feminism and although her definitions, other than liberal feminism, will not be used in
this research it is necessary to briefly outline and give the criteria for them. These brief
descriptions will allow for a foundation for her definition of liberal feminism.

5

According to Saulnier (1996), Radical Feminism emerged from the political activism
of the 1960s as aresponse to anti-feminism. The focus of radical feminism is theprimary
oppression of gender and the need for fundamental change with society. The following
are the tenets of radical feminism:

o
t
t
.
.
.
I
.

The personal is political
The primary site of women's oppression is the homelfamily
Personal lives (e.9., sexism in relationships) are shaped by political forces (e.g.
religious and political tenets of male superiority)
Women are an oppressed group
Patriarchy is based in psychological and biological factors
Women and men are different
Radical social change is needed
All hierarchies must be eliminated

Saulnier ( 1996) states that Socialist Feminism is based upon socialist theories and uses
an economic model to describe sexism and

it examines historical changes in the material

conditions of women. The following are the tenets of socialist feminism:

.
t
I
o
e

Women are an oppressed class
Socialist analyses of class ignore women's unique relations to the means of
production
Since all men benefit from women's oppression, all men can be described as part
the oppressor's class
Capitalism depends on women's free labor
Paying women what they are worth would subvert the capitalist system

of

Saulnier (1996) goes on to describe Lesbian Feminism as emerging from three
possible perspectives. They being, a response to heterosexism, an outgrowth of Radical

feminism and the view that lesbian's are not female homosexuals. According to Saulnier
(1996), these three perspectives give rise to the need for lesbian feminists to separate
themselves from other forms of feminism, men, Gays and groups who cannot "pass" or

who are considered social outcasts. Saulnier (1996) states that Lesbian Feminists have a
need for

invisibility.
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Saulnier's (1996) description of Cultural and Ecofeminist theories (CET) overlap with
Radical feminism and that agairl gender is the fundamental division and there is a call for
the radical restructuring

of society. Saulnier (1996) states the distinction between

CulturallEcofeminist theories and Radical Feminism is that CET seek to glorify rather
thari eliminate gender role differences and the goal is to reverse the gender class system
rather that eliminate

.
.

it.

CulturallEcofeminist Tenets are:

Women are different from men, essentially, innately and environmentally
Women are on a higher spiritual plane than men and are closer to nature
Saulnier (1996) also includes a category called Womanism: African-American

Women's Feminist Thought with the key concepts being the language of racisrq the
matrix of dominatioq additive models of oppression and the simultaneity of oppression.
According to Saulnier (1996), the tenets of this theory are:

.
.
.

Race is inseparable, experientially, from gender
Need for simultaneity of focus of gender and race
The historical activism and background of African-American women must be

recognized
Saulnier's next category of feminism is titled Postmodern Feminism. According to
Saulnier (1996), the tasks of Postmodern Feminists are:

.
o
.
.

To articulate feminist viewpoints of society
To analyze how women are affected by the social world
To examine the role of power and knowledge relationships in shaping the way
women think about the social world
To imagine new ways in which the social world can be transformed

Saulnier's (1996) last feminist theory discussed is Global Feminism, which states the

following issues must be explored and addressed worldwide in order for women to attain
equality in a global setting:
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Econornics:
Debt policies and structural readjustment
Free Trade Zones and the World Market
Economic systems and domestic labor
Economics and the control of gender
Economy and Ecology
Sexual violence, gender, and war:
Genocidal Rape
Omission of this from the Geneva Conventions
Rape as torture
Gender as a category of persecution
Saulnier's work inthese areas of feminism is extensive and all of her work must be

recognized, however this research seeks to define feminism on a basis that can be quickly
understood by the societal

norrn To that

end, the categories named by Diane Dil-iitto

(1995) in her work with feminism will be used when doing a comparison of Richmond
and Addams.

While liberal feminism may be viewed by some as the only form of feminism DNitto
(1995) divides feminism into the following categories: radical, liberal, moderate,
consenrative and reactionary, the definitions for these categories of feminism were
supplied by Webster (1995):

o

Radical: From the root, favoring basic change as in the basic social or economic
structure.

r

Liberal: Favoring reform or progress.

o

Moderate: Within reasonable limits; avoiding extremes.

o

Conservative: Tending to preserve established institutions; opposed to change.

o

Reactionary: A response, as to a stimulus or influence, especially in politics.
Social work can essentially be seen within all of these branches of feminisrru and as

the profession grows and changes over time it

will likely continue to reach out.

I

This research looked at the work and lives of Mary Richmond and Jane Addams and
explored whether they met the criteria for liberal feminism.

Limitations of this study:
While examining the work of Richmond and Addams, an apology must clearly be
issued from the outset. Feminism and social work should be looked at as a constantly

changing continuurn, and by taking these two women out of their time and context and
analyze them using current standards for liberal feminism is not a fair comparison.

Hopefully, no disservice will be done to their work or place in history.
Summary:
This chapter addressed Saulnier's ( 1996) theories of feminism, the theoretical

frameworkthat will be used inthis research and introduced DNitto's (1995) categories
of feminism. Saulnier's (1995) theory of liberal feminism will be thoroughly explored in
Chapter Three.
Chapter Two, the literature review, will explore the lives and works of Jane Addams
and Mary Richmond and the possibility of how their belief systems were formed.

The methodology for this research

will

be discussed in Chapter Three while the

findings and discussion will be discussed in Chapters Five and Six respectively.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review

Introduction:
This chapter will review the lives of Jane Addams and Mary Richmond, their work
and what may have played a part in forming the belief systems that eventually led them to
be called the matriarchs of modern social work.

JANE ADDAMS, The Earh Years
Ms. Laura Jane Addams was born in Cedarville, Illinois on September 6, 1860.
She was the eighth

of nine children, although only she, two older sisters and an older

brother lived to adulthood. Her parents, Sarah (Weber) and John Huy Addams, were

from Pennsylvania: John Addams' ancestors had been granted land there by William
Penn in the seventeenth century; the original Webers had landed in Philadelphia from

Germany

n l72l .

Emigrating to Cedarville, Illinois in t 844 immediately after his

marriage, John Addams became a prosperous miller, banker, and community leader. He
served eight terms as a state senator, first as a Whig and later as a Republican.

A friend

and admirer of Abraham Lincoln, he was a vigorous abolitionist and served in the

Illinois

legislature with Lincoln. Letters written by Lincoln to John Addams described the

'Lincoln ideal'. This ideal has been "as a deep devotion to truth and individual
conscience" (Farrel, 1967) and appears to have been a strong foundation for Jane

Addams' strong moral convictions.

In

1847, John Addams helped start the

frst subscription library in the country.

The books were located in the Addams' household, and while not a large library, the

Union Library Company at Cedar Creek Mills gave its members access to a wide range

of information. The library contained a number of books of special interest to women of

IO

that time period. Included were Catherine E. Beecher, Treatise on Domestic Economy,

Margaret Coxe, Claims of the Country on American Females, Hannah More's Works, and
Sarah Stickney Ellis, Daughters af England and Wives of England, and a Guide to Social

Happiness. (Farrell, 1967)
Though Addams' was aged two when her mother died, Sarah Addams may have had
an influence on her daughters first few years that added to the strength of character

Addams portrayed in her professional

life,

Sarah Addams was described as a woman

of

dignity, resourcefulness and self-containment, "to whom nurnagement and command
came easily" (Levine,

l97l).

According to Addam.s' autobiography, she grew to worship her father as she tried
to emulate every detail of his strength and personality. Addams focused her attention
upon her father stating, "Doubtless I centered upon him, all the careful imitation which a

little girl ordinarily gives to her mother's ways and habits." (Addams, 1910).
Jane's father remarried when she was eight to fuina Haldeman who introduced an
even larger scope of hooks and music into her

life. Haldeman introduced the family to a

more genteel lifestyle that included art, music, poetry and literature. This, combined with
the family's large family assets and John Addams' position in the state legislature,
established them in a solid upper-middle class realm. According to Levine, Haldeman's

influence on Jane Addams allowed her to move with ease in the upper echelon

of

Chicago society, which later allowed large donations for Hull House and other charitable
ventures to be solicited. Levine also suggests that perhaps her sense of social

responsibility took on a faint cast of noblesse oblige from Haldeman which at times in
her later years verged on condescension for those whom she helped. (Levine, 1971)

il
Augsburg Solloga Ubrary

Upon graduation from school in Cedarville in 1877 , Addams entered The
Rockford Female Seminary in which her father was a trustee. The seminary and college
were founded by Congregational and Presbyterian clergymen who decreed that "moral
and religious influence" were to be

ofprime importance inthe school. (Farrelf 1967).

According to Farrell, the school was run by strong-willed women who
"dominated the seminary". The Principal of Rockford Female Seminary was Anna P. Sill
who was said to gauge her success bythe number of missionaries or missionaries'wives
the school produced (Levine,

l97l).

Sill was also a feminist who believed that women

should have as good an education as men, and those women had a supreme duty to
preserve morality, culture, altd the heritage of western civilization.

After graduating from Rockford in the spring of 1881, Addams was devastated by
the death of her father in August of I 881

. Although

Addams carried through with her

plans to begin medical school at the Woman's Medical College in Philadelphi4 she

completed only one semester before withdrawing due to back pain caused by a genetic
spinal curvature. Surgery two years later corrected the medical problem but did nothing

to lift the depression. John Addams had left his daughter approximately $50,000 upon his
death which had ensured a comfortable lifetime income for Addams. In August 1883
she and her stepmother sailed

for Europe for

a

two-year grand tour. Upon return to the

States, Addams began to volunteer her time at the Johns Hopkins Colored Orphan

Asylum and at sewing and industrial arts schools.

From lady of leisure to social reformer
Addams returned to Europe in 1887 accompanied by friends and visited the
settlement house Toynbee Hall Circle in London. Toynbee Circle was modeled after a
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settlement house called St. Jude's in London's East End, which was established through
the efforts of a minister named Samuel A. Barnett who believed that the aristocracy had a

responsibility to provide social and political leadership by living in working-class
neighborhoods (Farrell, 1967). Arnold Toynbee, a lecturer at Balliol College, who

strongly believed in social duty and responsibility, adopted the idea and created a second
settlement. Jane Addams later stated that Toynbee Hall provided "an aid and outlet to
educated young men. The benefit to East londoners was then regarded as almost

secondary" (Farrell, 1967). This appears to have given the inspiration for social
activism.
Jane Addams and Ellen Starr, a

fellow Rockford Female Seminary graduate,

returned to the United States to establish a settlement in Chicago using Toynbee Hall as
an example and

giving upper and middle class young women the opportunity to help the

poor. Addams' belief, which prompted Hull House, was part of her fuller critique of the
responsibilities and failures of college women. Addams stated that these young women
needed "simple health-giving activity, which shall mean a response to all of the claims

which she so keenly feels, and which shall involve the use of all her faculties" (Addams,
1e

l0).
Addams and Starr found a decaying mansion in the Nineteenth Ward in the City

of Chicago which was made up of Greek, Italian, Russian, German, Sicilian and other
immigrants, and in September, 1889, Hull House was born. In 1891, Addams described
her philosophy on settlement houses and the purpose they served in an article entitled

Neighborhood Guilds: An Instrument of Social Reform. Addams stated thaf the first step
of aNeighborhood Guild or settlement house'\ivill be considered primarily as a scheme

l3

for getting the right men..."

[t]

"must be the conscious organization of the intellectual

and the moral life of the people for the total improvement of the human

lot." Addams

then went on to state the second step of "enlightenment of the people in social principles,

could then be easily made..."(p. 38).

By 1893 Hull House had become

a center

of some forty clubs, functions and

activities, including a daycare, gymnasium, dispensary and playground. It also offered
cooking and sewing courses and a cooperative boardinghouse for working girls; over
2,000 people each week were being served.
The severe ecoilomic depression of 1893-94 forced Addams to take a look at all

of the assumptions and motives of charitable work, especially the method of charitable

visiting. Addams was forced to look further wheq in 1894, she served on a board for
citizen's arbitration, which tried unsuccessfully to mediate the Pullman strike. Urban
unemployment was a serious issue that led Addams to begin her study of economics.

During that same period, the political comrption in the Hull House ward led Addams to
attempt on three occasions to unseat the comrpt alderman to no avail.

According to fuine Firor Scott, Addams' sensitive observations of the many
different ethnic nationalities in the area surrounding Hull House prepared her to be
almost the "first articulate American to understand the feelings of the immigrants, newly
uprooted from ancient cultures and thrown haphazardly into an American city" (Addams

p. 103). Addams was greatly concerned over the loss of skills and cultural traditions of
the homeland, the confusion of family life, and the physical and political exploitatioq to

which they were subjected.

t4

Addams labored to create the fust juvenile court in the world and later this same
court pioneered in the application of psychiatric treatment for youthful offenders. She
became the garbage inspector and followed the garbage collector on his pick-ups to help
stop the spread of disease that plagued the Nineteenth

district. It soon became clear that

philanthropy could not deal with unpaved streets, lack of schools, smallpox, and abused

child labor. By 1900, all of the preceding events led Addams to

a new ideal

of

progressive demo cracy.

Addams the activist and author:
According to Farrel (1967), Addams developed a full critique of urban charities
based on the standard that charity was simple and true, not because

it sprang from piety,

but because it was democratic. She especially criticized the abuses that crept into charity
inspired by religious belief. She felt that newspaper appeals degraded all of humanity by

trying to exact pity with sensational stories and further increased the gulf between the
classes.

Addams wrote an article for the Atlantic rn 1899 in which she stated the charity

visitor was growing perplexed and confused at certain inconsistencies. Addams
summarized conservative doctrine about charity in the following way: the charity visitor
was taught that poverty was the result of individual vices or laziness; prosperity-her own
and that of others-was a sign of

virtue. Thus, charity visitors exhorted men and women to

be vinuous, sober, punctual, industrious,

tluifty, and saving. Few of

these leisured

charity workers were self-supporting, yet they proclaimed the virtues of self-support.
Few of the visitors were judged solely on their ability to make money, and yet this was
the sole test they applied to the poor. Addams felt that charity visitors were victimized by
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their own dogmas. Instead of studying what a man is and might be, they ruthlessly forced
their own bourgeois convictions on the poor (Addams, p.83).
Jane Addams also crusaded for the regulation of

child labor, both state and

federal, and made hundreds of speeches onthe subject. Hull House became a meeting
place for trade unionists and union organizers, and in 1891 she helped formtwo women's
uruons.

In the 1890s, in order to raise money for Hull House and to publicize her causes,
Addams lectured frequently and eventually turned those speeches into articles. In 1902
seven articles, which had appeared in periodicals ranging from The Atlantic Monthly to
The American Journal of

Sociolog, were gathered together for her book, Democracy and

Social Ethics. The articles focused on a subject that was said to fascinate Addams, the

effort to make democracy a social issue.

In

1895, Hull-House Maps and Papers were published and dealt extensively

with

tenement conditions, sweatshops, and child labor. Pressure from Jane Addams and the
other members of Hull House had influenced the passage

oflllinois' fust factory

inspection act in 1893. Succeeding years saw more political battles for child labor laws,

limitation on working hours of womeq improvement in welfare procedures, protection of
immigrants, compulsory school attendance and industrial safety.
One of Addams' basic beliefs was the interdependence of all human beings.

Another was confidence in the essential worth of each person, but the individual could
only be fully developed and make his or her full contribution inthe framework of a
society, which recognized interdependence and techniques of associated action. She truly
believed that all people were essentially good. She also stated the social reformers who
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avoid the charitable relationship with any of their fellow men take a certain outside
attitude to this movement. "They may analyze and formulate it, but they are not
essentially within

it"

(Addams, p.83)

As was mentioned, Addams fought for social change on a national level as well.
Some of her work was for educational reform through the National Society for the

Promotion of Industrial Education, and she fought for city playgrounds through the
Playground Association of America. She lectured widely on the need for a new societal
organization that would assure everyone a decent wage and a chance to work. In 1909,
Addams was elected the first woman president of the National Conference of Charities
and Correction (later the National Conference of Social Work).

In

1912, Addams seconded Theodore Roosevelt's nomination for president at the

Progressive Party convention. She stated in her book Hull House The Second Twenty
Years , 'oWhen a great party pledges itself to the protection of children, to the care of the
aged, to the relief of overworked girls, to the safeguarding of burdened merr,

it is

inevitable that it should appeal to women, and should seek to draw upon the great
reservoir of their moral energy so long undesired and unutilized in practical politics..."

(Addams, 1933).
Her work for woman suffiage, too, grew from her social concern. She joined in
the Chicago municipal suffiage campaign of L907, and served as frst vice-president
the Nation American Woman Suftage Association

(191l-1914). In 1913

of

she was a

leading figure among those who attended the Budapest convention of the International
Woman Suffiage Alliance. Addams reiterated that politics would be "infinitely benefited

if women were taking

a natural and legitimate share in the development and in the

17

administration of governmental activities." (Farrell, 1967). Addams maintained that
women who had started welfare senrices frequently saw them languish and fail when
taken over by the govemment, therefore women needed the ballot to protect useful
servlces.

In

1907, Jane Addams published a book called Newej Ideals of Peace,

ffid when

World War I broke out in 1914, she turned her energy to the issue of peace. In January
1915, she was elected chair of the newly organized Woman's Peace Parry in the United
States, and that

April

she was chosenpresident of the International Congress

of Women

at The Hague. She unsuccessfully petitioned President Wilson to initiate a conference

of

mediation.
When the United States entered the war in 1917, Jane Addams found herself

vilified on all sides. The Daughters of the Revolution expelled her; and few social
workers, even those at Hull House, supported her view of peace. During WW I Addams
served in the Herbert Hoover's Food Administration and traveled throughout the country

in the interest of increased food production to aid victims of the war. Addams later wrote
a

book discussing this difficult time in her life entitled Peace and Bread in Time of War

(1e22).
The end of the war did not end Addams'work for peace. In 1919, she was
elected the first president of the Women's International League for Peace and Freedorn,
an outgrorath of the l915 gathering at The Hague.

In

1931, she shared the Nobcl Peace

Prize with Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University, giving one half of her
$16,000 prlze money to the Women's International League. Consistent with her many

l8

years of work with the trade unions, she helped found the American

in

Civil Liberties Union

1920.

By

1912, the settlement movement had wom out many of its original purposes.

Addressing the National Conference of Charities and Corrections, Addams urged
members of the social work guild to find new challenges. The settlements were no longer

getting their volunteer force of young college students. Addams stated in an address to
the twenty-fifth anniversary for the New York University Settlement, "whereas in the

early 'nineties we had been in the vanguard,...in 1910 it came to pass that we were
beginning to be looked upon as among the conservative agencies in the community, at
least some of the young people fett that we were slow, and were not keeping up with the

procession." (Addams, 1910, p. 97). Professionalism seemed to Jane Addams to divide
reform and to kill the emotional sources for reform enthusiasm (Leiby, 1978).
Jane Addams died

of cancer on May 21, 1935.
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MARY RICHMOND
The Earh Years:
In comparison to Jane Addams, vsry little personal information is available on
Mary Richmond. Mary Ellen Richmond was born on August 5, 186l in Belleville,

Illinois to Henry and Lavinia (Ha:ris) Richmond. Henry, a carriage blacksmitlu had
moved the family to Belleville during the Civil War to make gun ciurlages. Following
the war, the family moved back to Baltimore, Maryland where they had originally

emigrated. Mary was the only one out of three children to sunrive infancy and was left in
the care of her maternal grandmother and two maiden aunts following the death of her
mother of tuberculosis when Mary was three. Although Henry Richmond married again,

Mary had little contact with her stepmother and two half brothers. Her father died when
Mary was seven (Richmond, 1899).
Richmond's grandmother ran a boarding house, and she was exposed at a young
age to such

"radical" topics as wornan suffrage, racial problems, and spiritualism.

Richmond acquired a bias in favor of liberalism and individual view and was said to
scrutinize ideas all the more closely if they seemed corlmonly accepted. In later years
she was quoted as saying, "The radicals

think I'm a conservative and the conservatives

think I'm a radical, and they're both surprised that I somehow manage to keep in the
procession" (Richmond, 1930).

Although Richmond was raised in extreme poverty, she was an avid reader who
read through Dickens and other classics at a very young age. Her family did not agree

with the public school system of the time and chose not to send Richmond to school until
she was eleven.

Until that time Richmond received no systematic education and
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embarked on a journey of self- education. A family friend would lend her books but
insisted on a thorough summary of what she had read before she could borrow another

volume. Richmond later commented that this "early drill" of mastering the contents of
what she had read was of "inestimable" value to her later on in life.
Richmond described the methods her grandmother used in her education by
stating, "She taught me nothing in my childhood, except to read, but she made me read

much; she taught me to think by making me argue; she taught me to know my fellow
creatures by making me say what I thought of them and by telling me her opinion

of

them. . .My educatior was continuous" (Richmond, 1930).

Richmond entered public school and was able to graduate by the age of si:rteen
from Eastern High School in Baltimore. While in high school, she was exposed to
several teachers who strongly encouraged her to use her critical thinking

skills. After

furishing high school in 1878, Richmond went to New York City to join her aunt who
was working as a proofreader in a publishing firm that specialized in radical or

"advanced" books (Pumfrey, 1961). Richmond was employed as a clerical worker, who
did everything from proofreading to choosing the type of the publications, taught herself
shorthand at night after working a twelve-hour shift.

After some months Richmond's aunt, with whom she was sharing a rented roorn,
became

ill

and returned to Baltimore leaving Richmond alone in New York City with an

extremely limited support system. The aunt was never able to work again and became
financially dependent on Richmond for the rest of her life.
During the next two years Richmond lived in abject poverty and went through the
loneliest and bitterest period of her

life.

She was badly undernourished and poorly
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clothed with her only recreation being occasional lectrxes she attended at Cooper Union

(Pumfrey, 1961). A debilitating lung infection, possibly tuberculosis, together with an
attack of malaria in 1880, forced her to returnto Baltimore, where she took ajob as a
bookkeeper in a stationary store, a job she held until 1888.

Richmond's discovery of social work was not a foreseen career move. Following
the economic depression of 1873, a movement against haphazard duplication

of

charitable or philanthropic efforts had given rise to a o'charity organization" movement
that spread to many cities.

The Creation of

Social Worker:

In 1889, Richmond decided to change jobs and by chance obtained the position of
assistant treasurer for the Baltimore Charity Organization Society. As part of her

training, Richmond spent a week observing the work of the Boston Associated Charities
and its director Zilpha D. Smith who introduced her to the literature of the movement and
became a lifelong friend.

In this new position Richmond seemed to come alive, learning and doing
volunteer visiting on her own in addition to her bookkeeping position and identifoing
herself completely with her work in providing assistance to the Baltimore poor (Siporin,

1968). Among the leaders ofthe Baltimore agency were Daniel Coit Gilmau president
of Johns Hopkins University, Charles Bonaparte, liberal Catholic lawyer and
philanthropist and John Glenru retired businessman and philanthropist. For Richmond,

with an outstanding but undeveloped intellect, the opportunity to associate with such men
was an unexpected fulfillment, while the charity organization allowed her to deal

with

many of the issues she had experienced in her youth (Pumphr*y, 196I).
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Within two years Richmond's intellectual brilliance, administrative abilities and
her personality led to her appointment as the head of the agency. In effect she joined the

mainstream of the social movement against poverty and economic insecurity that was
gathering momentum across the counfry. This mainstream included charity organization
societies, the social settlements, the religious "social gospel" and labor organizing causes,
as

well

as the radical

populist and progressive political parties (Siporirl 1968). One

tenets of this mainstream charity work was the concept

The concept

of "friendly visiting"

of

of 'tiendly visiting".

was originally imported to the United States

from England in response to the economic depression that was present in the early 1880s.
The charity organization societies (C.O.S.) presented themselves as practicing organized

charity and scientific philanthropy in order to help the poor efficiently and economically.
The friendly visitors who went to the homes initially regarded poverty in the traditional
Protestant ethic which stated that poverty was primarily the result of weakness, and as
deviant behavior in departing from the set societal nonns of self-reliance and self-

support. Their work was both altruistic and repressive.
Charity organization leaders who felt that the poor would only respond to
repressive methods at

frst

impressed Richmond. Eventually she came to believe that a

fulI understanding of the circumstances of the individual's problem could indicate
options for rehabilitation.

Many charity workers were adopting the new view of the causes and nature

of

poverty and were turning increased attention to adverse social conditions, economic
insecurity, and inadequacies of income, employment, and

ill health. Richmond

expressed

this new view and approach and launched a series of "educational conferences" for
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Baltimore friendly visitors in 1893, hoping to improve their worktluough systematic
analysis of case histories. In 1897, in a paper read before the Nation Conference

of

Charities and Correction, she called for the establishment of a training school in applied

philanthropy stating, "V/e can never acquire a professional standard until we have a
school" (Leiby, I978).

Author and shaper of social reform;

In
the

1899, Richmond published the groundbreaking book "Friendly Visiting Among

Poor". This book rejected the paternalistic and moralistic declarations of the older

charity manuals that declared the poor unworthy. She urged an understanding of the
multiple causes of unemployment, rejected the moral and psychological determinist
beliefs about poverty that were prevalent in the society and attributed one fourth

of

poverty to sickness (Sipori& 1968). She also appropriated the term casework, a phrase
originated by the London Charity Organsation Society. Casework was used to describe
her method of friendly visiting, which was set forth in concise, practical terms.

In Friendly Visiting (1899) Richmond specifically identified the objective

of

social caseworkto be that of improving the condition ofthe family, not only to become
self supportive financially, but to improve the "social environment". The family unit was
the focus of diagnosis and treatment (Leiby, 1978). Bertha Reynolds, a former student

of

Richmond's, later pointed out that this concern is explained by the fact that the family
unit is the basic economic unit of society and therefore it was chosen as the focus for
helping people become economically self sufficient. Richmond herself stated that she
came to believe that the major objective of social casework is to aid in personal self-
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realization, and that is best done "by way of study and better adjustment of man's social
relationships" (Richmond, I 922).
According to Leiby, Mary Richmond's method of investigatioru diagnosis, and
tactful helping laid down a procedure and responsibility that few volunteer visitors were
prepared to uphold. The supply of volunteer visitors was slowly dwindling and from the

point of view of professionalism in social work, this method was a welcome substitute for
snobbish patronizing (Leiby, I 978).

Though the main theme in "Friendly Visiting Among the Poor" was

individualized services, she also spoke out for child labor laws and compulsory education

for childreq attacked the money credit system and favored the development

of

recreational facilities for the poor. Along with ffimy other charity organizational leaders,
Richmond opposed general public relief and "mothers pensions", possibly out of some

unrealistic faith in the generosity of local communities (Siporin, 1968).
While Richmond acknowledged societies indebtedness to Jane Addams and the
social settlements, she firmly rejected the social determination that poverty is due to
social conditions beyond the control of the poor (Siponn, 1963). Intheir book, The
Heritage ofAmerican Social Work, Pumphrey, et al (1961) acknowledge the schismthat
is being created between the charity organization movement and the settlement

movement stating they had become rivals for the allegiance, financial support and

voluntary service of the philanthropic public.
Pumphrey, et al (1961) also points out the differences and similarities in their

work. According to Pumph*y, (1961) both are aware of possibilities of helpfulness on
the part of the sincerely motivated persons ofprivilege. Both recognized the danger

of
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unnaturalness and superficiality in paid neighborliness. Addams and the settlement

movement generally doubted the wisdom and efficacy of the formal methodology and
especially the meticulous investigations of the charity organization movement.
Richmond and her associates sought to define what social work terms today as

client self-determination. They also sought a mutual relationship between the helper and
client and viewed, with some skepticisrn, what they considered to be the fuzzy and
opportunistic thinking of settlement workers. They questioned their efforts to become
genuine parts of the neighborhoods in which they were working and to adjust their
methods and activities to the particular groups and organizations with which they were
associated.

In

1900, Richmond became the general secretary to the Philadelphia Society for

Organizing Charity. Working incessantly, she overhauled the Philadelphia organization
and ttrough the persuasive presentation of case histories proved to be a skilled fundraiser.

Richmond deplored the confused charitable situation in Pennsylvania where hundreds

of

organizations of varying "merit" were competing for legislative grants.

In

1907 in her book The Good Neiehbor in tbe Modern City Richmond outlined a

large city's major social needs and the kinds of orgarrizations meeting them. Richmond

did not try to disguise her belief that many well-intentioned charities were not deserving
of support. She was sensitive to the charge that charity work was superficial and felt that
progress lay in general legislative schemes feeling that charity and social legislation were

reciprocal (Leiby I 978).
Richmond's stature continued to grow through articles, speeches and the books
that elevated social work to a profession based on scientific knowledge and proven
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methods- In order to promote approaches and encourage the founding of new societies,
Richmond oversaw an exchange of publicity and case materials among agencies; from
1905

until 1909, this project under her editorship, was a department of

a social

work

journal named Charities and the Commons (Pumphrey, 196l).

In

1909 Richmond was named director of the Charity Organization Department

of

the new Russell Sage Foundatioru which was headed by John Glenru nephew of her

former Baltimore associate. At the foundation, Richmond directed research on social
problems and improved the methodology for gathering research the results of which
were distributed to charitable organizations- Her analysis of case material, which she had
assembled from different kinds of agencies throughout the country, was published in

l9l7 in Social Diasnosis.
Richmond continued in her conviction that a solid foundation was needed in the
casework process and went on to teach in schools of social work in New York,
Philadelphia, and Boston. She also had a very strong aversion to any form of public

relief to families, especially mother's pensions. Richmond had three main points against
these pensions stating: (1) Mother's pensions were in fact a form of outdoor relief and

were liable to its abuses, as suggested also by the example of military pensions. (2)
Advocates of widow's pensions assumed that the only problem was money and that a

fixed grant, without individualized planning and casework, would solve

it.

(3) Widow's

pensions were likely to be an expensive digression from the main problem, which were

the causes of widowhood (especially TB and industrial accidents) and a comprehensive
program of social insurance for workers. (Richmond, 1930)
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This aligned her with those caseworkers that opposed some of the measures
social activists were advocating in the period before World War I, such as widow's and
old-age pensions. She was also very critical of central fund raising, maintaining that it

would enable the very rich to dominate agency policy and would prevent givers from
becoming familiar with the problems of the recipients.

In

1917, Richmond had just finished Social Diagnosis in which she coined the

term "home service". Home service was new and intended to apply the principles

of

social casework with "disorganized" families to help servicemen and their families cope

with the emergencies of wartime separation. Its purpose was to maintain morale on both
sides of the separation. Richmond wrote the manuals on how this was to be

accomplished. Unfortunately, there were nowhere near enough social workers to give
such extensive family services so Richmond trained Red Cross volunteers through

"institutes" that lasted six weeks. These institutes were full time and taught volunteers
how to approach families, aid them in defrning their problems, and how to offer help.
The institutes included fieldwork with a family agency. The courses included

interviewing, healtlr, home economics, ethnic factors, personal factors, community
resources, and laws. The service was available upon request to servicemen and their

families (Richmond, 1 930).
The Red Cross was a strong stimulus to the development of social work in the

United States. For the frst time family and child welfare were not associated with
economic dependency and charity and this went a long way in getting society to see that
social work was more than poverty, it was individual and family treatment.
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Paltly because of the wide influence of Richmond's views, the schisms in the
social work community deepened, and advocates of social insurance and promoters of the

proliferating community funding succeeded in defeating her for president of the National
Conference of Social Work

n

1922.

From 1922 to 1928, Richmond took the lead in improving marriage laws, which
she had been interested in since 1895. Richmond campaigned

for compulsory physical

examinations and the raising of the legal age for marriage. Child Marriage (1925) and
the posthumous Marriage and the State

(lgllg),both written with Fred

S. Hall, were used

by the League of Women Voters and other groups whichhelped change the laws in most
states.

As the number of social workers grew, Mary Richmond had headed an effort to
standardue a vocabulary and formulate a code of ethics for the profession. When
personality theory emerged as the foundation rehabilitating individuals, she learned from
the theories of Jung and

Adolf Meyer rather that those of Freud.

She was a charter

member in 1920 of the American Association of Social Workers and was awarded an
honorary master's degree

In

n l92l

by Smith College.

1922, Richmond published What is Social

the place she saw for casework in all of social

Caseworkl In which

she described

work. Richmond's strategic position in the

Russell Sage Foundation enabled her to influence significantly many schools of social

work in their infancy.
Mary Richmond died of cancer in 1928.
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Summary and Gaps in the literature:
This chapter looked at the lives and work of Addams and Richmond, their personal
history, their beliefs, and work as social reformers and authors.
Although much is urritten on these two womerl there was no analysis found that
discussed their ideologies or their views on feminism. This study

will attempt to

address

these gaps in the literature.
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Chapter Three

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Introduction
This chapter will discuss and define the theoretical framework used in this research.
Saulnier's (1996) was chosen for its clear outline and definition of liberal feminism.

Definine liberalism
The theoretical framework for this paper is not difficult to define as much as

intimidating. How can women who were born before the turn of this century and who
died over 65 years ago fit what Saulnier defines as liberal feminists? First, it is important

to look at what Saulnier defines as liberal.
The term liberalism, used in the current societal context, will make even the
strongest feminists lower their voices in order to gauge the reaction of those around them.

According to Christine Saulnier (1996), it is important to differentiate between the
traditional concept of liberalisnu on which this theory is based, and the current common
use of

political liberalisnl which is sometimes erroneously associated with left-wing

political attitudes. Saulnier (1996) states that Americans use the word liberal to describe
those who advocate for government intervention whereas historically "liberal" referred to

people who opposed government interference with civil liberties.
The American culture has a tendency to think of the political spectrum going from

liberalto conservative. According to Diane DNitto (1995), the following is a political
spectrurn, ranging from radical to reactionary, which can be used to discuss political

ideologies:

Radical

liberal

moderate

conservative

reactronary
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DNitto ( 1995)

stated that radical, liberal and moderate often tend to be grouped

together and become interchangeable. Saulnier (1996) states that the terms are very

different and must be clearly defined as such. Saulnier's theory states the definition

of

liberal feminism is based on meeting and/or supporting several key points: the capacity to
reason, individuality, education, economic success, citizenship rights and political

equality, reproductive rights, and social services.

Capacitv to Reason and Individualism
With the defmitions of liberalism that exist, it is important to clearly understand
the use ofthe term liberal. Saulnier (1996) statesthat the political philosophy

of

liberalism must be determined by looking at the history of liberal philosophers such as
John Locke (1632-1704) and Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), upon whose theories

liberal feminism is based. According to Saulnier (1996), at least th,ree ideas must be
considered before reviewing their tenets. The first is the Newtonian paradigm that the
physical universe operates according to simple, rational, physical laws, meaning all

significant events operate according to reason. Saulnier (1996) quotes Josephine
Donovan (1985), as saying anything that does not operate in such a fashion is considered
secondary

or'bther". Donovan (1985) goes onto

argue that for liberal male thinkers,

many of whom questioned the extent of women's capacity to reason, women were

included in this "other" category.
Second, Locke and Rousseau were not arguing for the rightsof
exercise

all people to

civil liberties when they discussed the "rights of man". They were contesting

the right of monarchs and aristocrats to rule the masses. Their arguments in favor

of

political participation were for men who were property owners (EisensteuL 1983).
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Lastly, Locke stated that whflt defined "man" was his human capacity to reason.
Because liberals tended to value pursuits that required reason, physical labor was viewed

with contempt (Jagger, 1983).
According to Saulnier ( 1996), the liberal perception ofjustice is based on the

beliefthat society is composed of separate individuals, each competing for a fair share of
the resources. Saulnier goes on to state that these individuals must be allowed to exercise

their autonomy, define their needs and fulfill those needs. This tends to become more
complicated if the resources available are limited and it then becomes difficult to create

institutions that fulfiII an individual's needs without detracting from the overall
coillmunity welfare (Saulrrier, I 996).
The reason for the complication is the dedication liberals have to liberty. Jagger
(

1983) states that liberfy can be defined as the freedom from interference either by

individuals or by the state, so traditionally liberals have attempted to limit the authority

of

the state. Jagger ( I 983) goes on to state that it is important to feminist theory to note that
there is a dividing line drawn between the public realnr, which that state is expected to
regulate, ffid the private realm, which is expected to be free from state control.
Sauhrier (1996) states that liberal feminists point out that society violates the
value of equal rights in its treatment of women by restricting women as a group rather
than treating women as individuals, arguing that women should have the same rights as

men. Since rights, status, resources and rewards are given by society

based on the

assumption of an individual's capacity to reason, liberal feminists argued that women's
reasoning capacity was similar to men's based on women's ability to pursue education
and economic stability (Jagger, 1983). Although the hierarchical structure between

aa

JJ

women and men limited the argument for a fair system of treatment, which tended to be
based on group characteristics rather than individual accomplishment, liberals argued that

women did have the intellectual capacity to reason (Eisensteln, l98l ).
Jagger (1983) went on to state that by using Locke's theory on the rationality

of

humans, these feminists could contend that the very real physical differences between

women and men were unimportant since all humans are essentially rational. Liberal
feminists argue that liberal values are violated when women are judged by physical
capacity rather than intellectual capacity (Jagger, 1983).

Risht to Education:
Saulnier (1996), quoting early feminist Mary Wollstonecraft, stated that if women
and men were raised in a more androgynous atmosphere, and

if women

are provided

access to educational opportunities similar to those afforded to men, the distinctions

between women and men would be eliminated. Historically, liberal feminists have

fought for equal education as the most effective means for social change (Jaggar, 19S3).
Econgmic Access:
According to Eisenstein (1981),'komen's work" such as child care, housework
and unskilled labor, is devoted primarily to maintenance of the body and therefore lacks
the prestige of work devotedto the rational

mind. Eisenstein (1981) also believes that

this belief follows women into the labor force and contributes to the sexual division

of

labor.
Women entering the workforce are still seen as caregivers, rather than equal

workers, and were channeled into lower paying jobs and caregiver professions.
Traditionally women were also paid less than male coworkers for comparable work
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(Eisenstem, 1981). According to Saulnier (1996), liberal feminists pointed out the

inequality of such orchestration and comrnanded that women be allowed equal access to
the same jobs and benefits that were afforded to men.

Citizenship Rishts and Political Equality:
According to Saulnier (1996), liberal feminists historically have insisted on civic
equality, such as voting rights for women. Currently, liberal feminists focus on political
equality between women and men by working toward reforms in marriage, divorce and
child custody laws, better representation of women in public office, monitoring electoral
politics and supporting male candidates who favor women's issues (Jagger, 1983).

Reproductive Rights
In more recent campaigns, liberal feminists have fought for women's rights to
control their own bodies through sex education, women's control over contraception and
abortion rights (Saulnier, 1996). According to Saulnier (1996), the reproductive rights in

the I 920s focused on the legalization of contraception. Liberal feminists argued that
since it is women who become pregnant and ultirnately care for the children, inadequate

information and lack of contraception is more damaging for women than for men,
therefore constituting unequal treatment

Social

(S

aulnier, I 996).

S_er.vices:

According to Tong (1989), social structwes reward men withpower, prestige and
financial gain. Although feminists in the nineteenth-century tended to argue along the
classical lines of noninterference of government, modern liberal feminists argue that the
state should pursue social reforms and services that

will

ensure equal opportunities, thus

creating welfare state capitalism (Tong, 1989). These services are now described as
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rights under the welfare state, and public funding is sought to provide for them (Jagger,

1983). According to Jagger (1983), this is beyond the scope of the classic liberalism that
was promoted by earlier feminists.

Apptyins liberal feminism:
With the preceding view of liberal feminism, it is time to ask whether we cill
apply Saulnier's (1996) theory of liberal feminism to our research question at hand. Do
Mary Richmond and Jane Addams meet the criteria of liberal feminism as outlined by
Saulnier (1996)?

Did Richmond and Addams, through their activism and work, believe in a
woman's capacity to reason, in her individuality, right to educatioq and economic
success? Did they support citizenship rights, political equality, reproductive rights and
the right to social services. Based upon the information that has been provided thus far, it
appears as though each point outlined within the theory gives solid reason to investigate

further to answer these questions in detail.

Summary:
This chapter explored Saulnier's (1996) theory of liberal feminisn; along with her
other categories of feminisru Radical Feminism, Socialist Feminism, Lesbian Feminisnr,

Cultural and Ecofeminist Theories, Womanism: African American Women's Feminist
Thought, Postmodern Feminism and Global Feminism.
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Chapter Fou r: Mgtlodology

Historical Rese?rch
Historical research deals with the meaning of events in history by attempting to
reconstruct the past (Leedy, 1993). The methodology used in historical research provides
a review

of facts and the arrival ofjudgements based on these events (Shafer, R.J., 1969).

Historical research looks at past events and seeks to establish a cause of events based on
the primary data and an objective explanation of the effect on individuals, organizations

or society (Leedy, 1993). This study utilizes historical research methodology.

Study Desisn
The research design selected uses written records to study past happenings and

events. The design looked for similarities and differences between the two subjects
studied and incorporate the interpretation of other authors. It also is an attempt to answer
the question as to whether the social work these subjects helped to create meets the
theoretical framework of liberal feminism as laid out by Christine Flynn Saulnier (1996).
The data will be reviewed in such a manner as to review the creation of social work from
the approximately 1889 until 1920. The primary data is the original works of Mary

Richmond and Jane Addams. Secondary data includes research journals, books and
records. History will be reconstructed in such a manner using primary and secondary
data to reflect the influence on society and social work as we know it.

Saulnier's (1996) theory was chosen forthis work because it a clear definition

of

liberal feminism and a comprehensive list of criteria that could be interpreted and
applied.

)t

Subiects
Using primary and secondary data, the study looked at the lives of Mary

Richmond and Jane Addams, considered two of the founding mothers of social work
practice in this country, and whether it meets the criteria of liberal feminism according to
the guidelines established by Christine Flynn Saulnier. Procedrues for protection

of

human subjects will not be necessary.

Procedure
Primary and secondary data collection sources for the research include the
libraries of the University of Miruresota, Augsburg College, St. Cloud State University,
and St Catherine's, which utilizes the PALs and Clicnet search methods.

Ilata Analysis
The design for analysis of the study includes a review of selected time periods and

how they influenced the current practice of social work. The data has been separated by
subject and placed in a chronological order that will provide a time line and give a picture

of historical development. (Schaeffe

r,

1977).

The arrangement of the chronological time scale will allow for the development

of the image of social work in American society through the works of Mary Richardson
and Jane Addams.

Strensths of

rical Research

Historical research can show the effects that certain events have upon the
individuals and the environment in which they live. (Leedy, 1993). The strength of this
study

will lie in the interpretation of the events

and how the lives of these individuals

have changed the course of American society. By studying this chain of events, the cause
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and effect of the history of social welfare

will bring an awareness of whether

the

beginnings of social work met current liberal feminist criteria.

Limitations of Historical Research
The limitations of historical research are that it relies on evidence that may have been
gathered after the period in time that

it

seeks to document. Therefore,

it seeks to present

perspectives that may not have been valid during that certain period in

time. When

looking at history on a continuum, it is important to keep a clear picture of the ever
changing political and cultural spectrurq which it is seeking to analyze, in perspective.

What is considered valid during this period in time, may not have been valid during past
historical periods.
Historical research also introduces the biases of the researcher, who chooses the
material being reviewed. The material that is selected by the researcher for review,
the reader is relying on the author's neutrality when, in essence, the researcher is passing

the information through their own political and cultural lens.
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Chapter 5: FINDINGS

Introduction:
The purpose of this section is to present the findings of the research questioq do Jane
Addams and Mary Richmond meet the deftrition of liberal feminisrn The research
frndings are addressed in the following order: women's capacity to reason and

individualisrn, the right to educatioru the right to economic success, citizenship rights and

political equality, reproductive rights, and social reforms that would offer social services
to womento promote equality. Also examined are the areas in whichRichmond's and
Addams' work overlapped and where it differed greatly.
As was stated in Chapter One of this work, the information available on Jane Addams'

life and work has been greatly chronicled while the life and beliefs of Mary Richmond
are quite limited.

Application of Feminist Theorr:
Woments canacitv to

and individualism:

Addams:
In her boolL The Second Twenty Years at Hull-House Addams discussed the role

of

unmarried, educated women. She notes that during the last half of the nineteenth century
women were forced to choose between marriage or a career. Addams stated that
apparently a woman could not have both because men of a certain social class did not at

fnst want to marry this type of [working] woman and modern inventions had made career
and housekeeping impractical.
was

It

was only at the turn of the century that public opinion

willing to tolerate the dual role. (Addams, 1930).
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According to Addams, little had been offered to unmarried women of earlier
generations but a dependence on relatives. Changing conditions however gradually

produced a large number of women, "selected by pioneer qualities of character and
sometimes at least by the divine urge of intellectual hunger, who were self-supporting
and devoted to their chosen field of

activity" (p.197).

Addams recognized that this time in history was marked by an unprecedented interest

in social and economic refornil, in which the unmarried woman played her part

(Addams,l930). Addams went onto comment in her book Second Twenty Years at HullHouse that her generation, "endeavored to ameliorate untoward conditions and to abolish

unfair restrictions because we believed that each human being had a right to develop to
his (sic) utmost capacity, so the next generation in turn is bent upon the same quest"
(p. l ee).

Addams also specifically discussed women's need for individua.lism in her book,
Democracy and Social Ethics (1964) when she states whenthere is no recognition of the
a

woman's life outside of the family a woman no longer fits into the societal noffn. She

continues by saying that "modern education recognizes a wornan quite apart from family

or society claims, and gives her the training which for many years has been deemed
successful for highly developing a man's individuality and freeing his powers for
independent action" (p. 84). Addams goes on to state that a woman must act her part as a

citizen of the world and fuIfiII her dream and become a complete individual (Addams,
r

964).
Addams also believed in a woman's capacity to reason in combination with a

woman's right for political equality. When discussing how the vote would be used,

4t

Addams stated women would make a special contribution to the corlmunity by how they
cast their vote. Addams stated that women who had studied economics would use the

ballot to outlaw sweatshops, to secwe laws setting minimum wages for all and the
maximum hours for women. Women who were trained in the sciences would be
concerned with sanitation, pure water and milk, the control of infectious diseases, ffid

infant mortality. She went on to state that women needed the vote to secure appropriate
educational and recreation programs and facilities for their children.

Richmond:
Richmond, when discussing the skills that needed to be employed by social workers,
stressed the need for perceptiveness into individualify and personal characteristics

(Warner et al., 1894). Warner went on to state that this skill involves the ability to
analyze personality and determine the forces which helped to make

it what it was, in that

it was important to distinguish between "original nature" and "acquired characteristics"
(p. 26e).

Richmond also stated in her book, What is Social Case Work, that social case work
consisted of those processes, which developed personaliry through adjustments and

individuality. Richmond spoke often of the individual and the need to see people as such.

After 1914, Richmond again hailed "the rediscovery of the individual" and the "return to
the road of individual betterment" (p. 27).

ln her book Friendly Visiting Among the Poor Richmond advocates repeatedly about
the need and importance of individualism but her belief in women's ability to

fulfill that

role in a capacity to reason, at times appears to be unclear. Richmond responds to the
claim that only men and men of business experience can be successful friendly visitors
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where the head of the family is concerned, "that in matters of employment especially. a

wonuln visitor is not capable of giving sound advice"

G.4l).

Richmond goes onto state

that while it is true that men would be better at this fype of work, 'tvomen visitors need

not despair" and states that although the friendly visitor could do her work better if she
'\ryere in her own person" a lawyer, engineer, or financier, she could still seek the advice

of a teacher or business man.

The right to education:
Addams:
According to Christopher Lasch rn The Social Thought of Jane Addams, Addams
helped redefine the definition of education. After having scholars from local universities
lecture to the immigrants at Hull-House, she quickly realized that academic instruction
had been associated with the accumulation of knowledge for its own sake and had little to

do withthe reality ofthe residents orthe staff. As she found herself more and more
becorning the pupil rather than the teacher, Addams conceived education as being a

mutual relationship, not knowledge but experience and interaction (Lasch, 1965).
Armed with this new-found discovery, Addams became a large promoter of education.

InTwenty Years at Hull-House, inher chapter entitled "socialized Education", Addams
compares the settlement to the university and discusses the need to apply that knowledge

to enrich the lives of people who did not have access to traditional education (p.193).
Hull-House eventually became a large educational and cultural center with classes in
arithmetic, geometry, algebra, Greek art, Ovid, Ceasar, English composition, art, drama,

political economy, Shakespeare, biology, and physiography. Speakers such as Seth Low,
president of Columbia University, Susan B. Anthony who spoke on wornan's suffrage
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and many more. Also provided were kindergartens for the childrerr, homemaking classes

for the women and vocational guidance, along with courses in Englistr, American history
ooforeign-born". Eventually there was an art gallery, coffee
and government for the
house, public library and gymnasium. Hull-House and Jane Addams became pioneers in

progressive education (Davis, et al., 1969).

Richmond:
Richmond was a large supporter of education in several different areas. Her crusade
for the need for social workers to be educated and to become professional is legendary,
but Richmond was also a supporterof education for all people. At the Twenty-Second

National Conference of Ctrarities in 1895, Richmond made the following statement,

"Why not educate the community at large? I was very much interested in a chapter in Dr.
A.G. Warner's 'American Charities"'. His facts are conservatively, clearly and
scientifically stated; and I believe you could not do no better thing that to put that
knowledge before those who are beginning to study" (p. 463).

Richmond spoke at length at the Twenty-Eighth National Conference of Charities in
1901 about the need for the charity worker to look at the strengths that people possess
and stated, "We need more manual training, more social clubs, more charities with the

thought of education in them" (p.302). In her landmark book, Friendly Visiting Among
the Poor Richmond stressed the need for compulsory education laws, stating the need

existed in the absence of such laws, "makes the child the easy victim of trade conditions
and of parental greed"

(p.81).

She went on to encourage relief agencies to refuse aid to

families who kept their children out of school (1899). Richmond went on to commend
the American Society for the Extension of University Teaching for "conduct[ing] very

M

successful courses of lectr.ues in poor neighborhoods" (p.137). Richmond continued that

it was a good sign that the educational classes were so popular among the working girls'
clubs, Christian associations and people's institutes and workers should 'Toster interest

by making connection with some such educational agencies $137). Richmond herself
taught many times at the Summer School of Applied Philanthropy in New York; this two
year course later became the Columbia University School of Social Work (Siporir:,
1e68).

The risht to

omlc access:

Addams:

lnJane Addams: A Centennial Reader, Addams states, "...If American women could
but obtain a liberating knowledge of that history of industry and corrmerce which is so

similar in every country of the globe, the fact that so much factory labor is performed by
immigrants would help to bring them nearer to immigrant women" (p. 121). Addams
sought to bring white or European women together and stated her desire to erase the class
and racial lines that often kept women from

joining forces to make economic

changes.

Richmond:
Richmond discussed at the Twenty-Sixth National Conference of Charities in 1899 the
importance of recognizing the condition of poverty and the right of people to rise above

it. At the conference she stated, *Old age is a condition,

not a cause. A large family is a

condition, not a cause. It is a very undemocratic position to take in America that a large

family is a cause of poverty" "Have we any righrt to pick out some isolated fact and
deduce any conclusion whatever from it?" (p.375). Richmond then went on to advocate
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for an individual's right to support his or her family and receive unbiased financial
support from charity organizations in the quest to help a family gain self-sufficiency.

Although Richmond spoke often of the need for economic stability within the family,
she steadfastly referred to the "breadwinner" of the

family as male and specifically

detailed when women could be considered as such (Richmond, 1899). In her book

Friendly Visiting Among the Poor Richmond stated one of the few rules which should be
"followed blindly, is the rule that we should not encourage any woman to become the
breadwinner who has an able-bodied, unemployed rnan in the house" (p.73). She
reinforces this opinion later in the same book by stating that the visitor's aim should be to
make sure, "that the boys are better equipped to become breadwinners and the girls to
become homemakers" (p. 92)

Citizenshio rishts

d political equalitv:

Addams:
Addams wrote many articles on the topic of women's suffr&El, citizenship rights and

political equality for women and men. She also frequently described the Quota Act that
was enacted

in l92l following World War

I.

Addarns' defined The Quota Act "as the

United States' powerful attempt to exclude people that seemed to threaten the fierce
loyalties and solidarities evoked by the war" G. 263). According to Addams, the
immigrant population in the United States suffered from a sense of ostracism after the
war that they had not previously encountered.

By the time World War I broke out, approximately one million immigrants were
coming to the United States per year. At the end of the wffi, Americans were calling for a
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serious restriction on immigration and, according to Addams, had "learned to distrust all

foreigners as'unworthy"' (p.264).
The Quota Act went into effect so quickly after the war that many families who had
been separated before the war could do nothing to reunite their families. Hundreds

of

people came to Addams and the Immigrants' Protective League, which was housed at

Hull House for help and information. Hull House became one of the distribution centers
for issuing food orders under the Hoover Commission (Addams, 1930).
In addition to the women suffiage statements made by Addams that were discussed in
the capacity to reason section, Addams worked tirelessly campaigning for the Progressive

Party. According to Farrell (1967) Addams could be quoted as saying politics would be
"infuritely benefited if women were taking a natural and legitimate share in the
development and in the administration of governmental activities" (p. 133).

Richmond:
In her book Friendly Visiting Among the Poor, Richmond states that, "Our
immigration laws have allowed many to come to America for who there is no place, and
charity has kept them alive here, knowing the while that they are forcing down the
standard of living among our poor, and complicating the problem incalculably at every

tunl" (p. 40). Richmond goes on to state that, o'It is within oru power to refuse, by
charitable aid, to settle the man who cannot settle himself in a community where he does

not belong" (p. 40).
Richmond stated her view regarding the issue of suffiage in her book, What is Social
Case Work? tfi1922. "During the first yeff of federal woman's suffrage, B determined

effort was made to break down the legal safeguards which social work had gradually
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thrown around the conditions of women's industrial employment. In the name of an
equality which meant no more than uniformity, mmy well-intentioned women sought the
abolition of all this protective legislation. Never had it been more important for the sake
of both the race and the individual to treat unequal things unequally" (p.152-53).
Richmond goes on to support her position by suggesting two sides of a "genuinely
democratic program: It equalizes opportunity by intelligent mass action; it recognizes

diversity by establishing forms of public administration which do different things for and

with different people at every tunl" (p.153-54). Richmond continues with
'Tn the past it has assumed at once the absence of universal traits in a
human group and the presence there of a rigid group uniformity. It
has treated unequal things

unequally. We have only to name a few

of the familiar classifications-the unemployed, family deserters,
recent immigrants, and so

or-to

realize that this habit still

persists and to recognize its dangers"

(pl54).

Reproductive Riehts:
Addams:

No information was found where Addams commented on reproductive rights.
Richmond:
Although there was no information found on whether Richmond advocated the use

of

contraceptioq she did make several references in Friendly Visiting that may allude to that
very topic. Richmond stated that the friendly visitor's desire to reform the man should

not stand in the way of his duty to his children, born and unborn and although "the wife's
duty to her husband is a very sacred one, [but] so is her duty to her children" (p.53).
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Richmond went on to quote a Mrs. Josephine Shaw Lowell in support of this opinion who
stated,

"I

have not the slightest doubt that

it ts a wrong, a great wrong, to give help " to

those that would help "perpetuate" such a family.

Sqcial BefgTms that Offer Socisl Services to Women to Promote Equalitv:

Addams:
Addams' work with the labor trade unions is an excellent example of her belief in the
economic success not just of women but men and children as

well. The Jane Club is an

illustration ofher desire to see women become financially independent (Addams, l9l0).
This club was originally formed dnring a strike in a large shoe factory in Chicago.
Because the women were striking and there was no income coming ur, they were in
danger of losing their housing.

InMay,

1891 Addams made contact

withthe group and

offered to pay the first month's rent and furnish the six apartments in a cooperative
boarding venture. Addams met with the group on a weekly basis to discuss ways, means
and management (Lasch, 1965).

Richmond:
Warner et al. (1894), intheir interpretation ofMary Richmond's work, statedthat her
ideas of social case work and social reform are'ochanging attitudes-attitudes toward
persons; toward groups such as family, neighborhood, gang, or race; toward institutions
such as school, churcfu trade union, or police; toward mores such as those pertaining to

self-support, recreation, or sex." (266). As discussed earlier in the Right to Education
section, Richmond's support of the educational opportunities for women would also fit

into this section of Social Reform.
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Chapter Six: Discussion

Women's capacitv to reasotr and individualism:
Addam's advocated at length that women should have the right to vote and be allowed
to pursue avenues that would enhance her life and the lives of her family (Addams,
1910). Addams also discussed at length how womencould be utilized in city government
and women's obligationto worktoward world peace. She also clearly makesthe point in

this area that if women were to receive the vote they could clearly identiff issues that
needed to he changed.

Richmond spoke and wrote at great length the need for individualism. Her entire
theoretical basis is formed upon the notion that people must be seen as individuals.
The difference between Addams and Richmond on this topic appears that Richmond
was focused more on people as individuals rather that Addams, view of women as a

whole. Richmond advocates for personal responsibility.
Both women believed in the capacity to reason and individualisrq which meets the
criteria for liberal feminisrn

The rieht to education:
Both Addams and Richmond were strong advocates of education however, it is
Addams who advocated for "knowledge for its own sake" which she showed in her

promotion of practical as well as cultural education for people she served. She wanted
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Richmond on the other had advocated learning a trade that would allow people to
become self-sufficient. When Richmond advocated for compulsory education laws for

children it appears that she was looking at the economic future in which children would
become more marketable with at least a base education.

It appears that her idea of right to

education did not include what might be considered unnecessary for survival pursuits
such as music or art. However, her strong advocation of professional social work and

going so far as to help create one of the first schools of social work would put her in the
realm of liberal feminism.

Both Richmond and Addarns would meet the definition of liberal feminist in this
category since both advocated for reform or progress in the pursuit of educatior; although

it rnay have been for different

reasons.

The right to economic success:
Addams, in her tireless encouragement of womento grow and expand themselves and
her support of women in trade unions and for better working conditions would meet
Saulnier's criteria for right to economic success. Richmond, though a large supporter
economic stability for people overall, only advocated a woman's economic success

of

if

there were no male breadwinner within the family.

Addams strongly meets the criteria in her advocation of economic success for women.

Richmond however appears to would weigh in more within the bounds of moderate
feminisnr, which would be within reasonable limits; avoiding extremes.
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Citizenship rights and nolitical equalitv:
Again, Addams was a very strong advocate of woman's suffrage and fought
against the Quota

Act.

She was a strong espouser

of citizenship rights for immigrants

and fought to better their circumstance in life.

Richmond on the other hand appears to be strongly in favor of limiting

immigration and seems to view immigrants

as perpetuating

poverfy rather than enhancing

society's melting pot. She also felt that political equality for women would tear down the
protective legislation that was currently in place for women.
For these reasons, Saulnier would consider Addams a liberal feminist, while
Richmond would strongly meet the criteria for a conseruative; tending to preserue
established institutions and being opposed to change.

Reproductive rights:
Since no information was found on Addams' view of reproductive rights it is not
possible to draw any solid conclusion regarding her opinion. Richmond, on the other
hand, appears to support limiting families

if

the "born and unborn" children could not be

financially supported within the family. Although it does not appear this is what Saulnier
had in mind when setting the boundaries for liberal feminism, it does technically meet the

cntena.

Social refo

that offer social se rvices to women to nro

equalitv:

Addams again strongly meets the definition of Saulnier's liberal feminism in her
support of the labor trade unions, the Jane Club being only one instance and her belief
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that women should better themselves with the services offered at Hull House are also

excellent examples. Warner et al. (1894), stated that Richmond's ideas for social case

work and social reforms were expanding the bounds for women

as

wetl as other groups.

Again, with the information available, both women meet Saulnier's idea of liberal
feminism.
Discussion:
Here we have two vastly different women, fighting for the overall betterment

of

society, both meeting criteria that would place them in the category of liberal feminists,
Addams very strongly and Richmond on the fringe. Meeting the criteria of liberal

feminism yes, but for vastly different reasons.
In her book Friendly Visiting Among the Poor, Richmond chastises those "who are
engaged in social service often exaggerate the causes of poverfy that are external to the

individual. Bad industrial conditions and defective legislation

seem to them the causes

of

nearly all the distress among them. Settlement workers are likely to say that the suffering

of the poor is due to conditions over which the poor have no control" (p. 8).

Although Richmond acknowledged the need for the settlement worker to compliment
the charity worker, she does go on to state that "they should not permit themselves to be

swept away by enthusiastic advocates of social reform" (Richmond, 1899, p.

8).

This

appears to be an excellent example of how Richmond and Addams differed in their
approach to social work.

It is also interesting to note that, according to Hassencahl

(1993), Addams considered herself a sociologist, not a social worker which is clearly

different from Richmond's work to professionalize social work.
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The differences in the upbringing of Richmond and Addarns are apparent in their

view and pursuits in life. Addams, with her solidly upper middle class background is
more interested in people bettering themselves in an overall capacity while Richmond is
interested in people learning survival skills.
Richmond, growing up in abject poverty, advocates strongly for the professionalism

of

social work and the need for case workers to be trained in order to serve people better.
Since the population that case workers serve were poor people,

it

seems Richmond places

more importance on people Iearning survival skills and trades more than music or art.
The implication of this thesis for social work and society in general, is the need to realize
that cycles are being repeated.

Implications for social work practice:
What are the implications to rnodern social work? What is to be learned from the
foremothers of modern social work that can carry this society into the 21" century? How
does this impact the profession

of social work?

Richmond and Addams lived in a time of great change. They saw the rise and fall

of

nations, great tragedy and enormous growth. They were patriots who did not live within
the systerq they created

it.

Richmond laid the ground work for modern social work, set

the criteria of what social workers should of themselves and what society should expect

of trained professionals. Addams demanded empathy and awareness of why people are
castigated in a cycle of poverty.

With the current changes within the welfare plan it appears that much of what
Richmond advocated is once again coming to pass. Short term trade schools instead

of

four year degrees, bare bones education with no frills, male breadwinners, women's roles
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being redefined with the cry of "family values" and the push for new quota systems for

immigrants. Richmond's demand for personal responsibility of people getting themselves
out of poverfy and improving their lot in life is different from Addams maintaining that

poverty is beyond the control of the individual and is a societal problem. The implication
of this thesis for social work, and society in general, is the need to realize that cycles are
being repeated generationally.

Areas for future strldv:
This exploration barely scratches the surface of possibility for future research. Many
questions are left unanswered. Did Addams, in her fight for empathy for the

underprivileged, actually help create the currently held societal helief that people who are
poor, female, an immigrant or different in any way, ffe victims, sick, or more

pathological? Or was Addams's philosophy patronizing? Did Richmond's push for
personal responsibility and individualism remove social workers from their clients and
reduce the empathy level shown? Or did Richmond's philosophy help create the

assumption that individuals can always change their circumstaflces through hard work
and perseverance? In other words, are people responsible for their own lot in
can people

life? But

pull themselves up by their bootstraps if there are no bootstraps for which to

reach?

It is interesting to note that Richmond is the more conservative of the two women
given her background of extreme poverty and that Addarns, growing up upper middle
class, would advocate so strongly for the

poor. Is there

a correlation between the

political

views of Richmond and the fact that independent women raised her and the political
views held by Addams and the fact that her father raised her?
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Is Richmond so different from what is considered politically conservative by today's
standards? Would Addams be chastised as a liberal?

All of these questions may

be

addressed in future research.

Cqnclusion:

It appears as though every generation is trying to reinvent the wheel instead of looking
at the patterns that have permeated the history of social

work. The current societal

culture continues to face many of the same issues that Richmond and Addams did, yet
nothing has been solved and there is often infighting in the profession. It has reached a
time when the different camps of social work must combine to exceed the current

limitations set by our society.

If Richmond and Addams

had been able to combine their work, they may have been

able to set standards that could have eliminated the continuing cycle of poverty and

dependence. It is possible for social workers to maintain empathy for the client and still
expect personal responsibility. Placing them in the victim role must not stunt the client's

vision nor should aworker setting limitations of what the client can become stunt

it.

The

time has arrived to let go of personal ego and become the tool that can be used for the
betterment of others, not the standard setters for others.
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